Black Diamond Series – the New Standard in Personalised Comfort and Style

Heatpump Covers – We Are the Heat Pump Cover Specialists
We specialise in building custom covers for outdoor units of heat pumps so that they can seamlessly
integrate with the appearance and architectural features of a home.
Our product has been specifically developed for heat pumps. Our many years of development have been
in close consultation with heat pump distributors and their support and knowledge ensures we can bring
you a product tested and directly approved by them. We stand confident in our product so that you can
continue to enjoy the efficiency heat pumps are known for.

New Zealand Made – Tailor Made
We make our covers to order here in New Zealand. From one-off residential customers, to body corporates,
as well as architects and developers. We make covers to suit every project.

What Makes Our Covers Unrivalled
Our quality – we use sturdy aluminium with stainless steel fastenings and a quality powder coat finish. Our
aluminium profiles are locally run and exclusive to us.
Our design – we offer the full colour range from all of the top brands of powder coat. Every piece gets a
comprehensive pre-treatment process to ensure your cover stands up to the elements for years to come.
Clean, crisp lines and nicely proportioned aluminium profiles give our covers a sleek refined look. Our
bracket systems mean you can mount it straight and it stays straight. The hardwood timber top on our
premium model is hand detailed and oiled to elevate it to furniture status.
Our performance – thorough testing and collected knowledge ensures we can provide you a way to hide
and integrate your heat pump without hindering its performance.

You Choose Both Colour and Style
Our Standard Style cover comes with a colour matched, sturdy aluminium top. The look is clean and
simple. Through colour choice, you match it to the features of your home or have it visually hidden away.
Our Premium Style cover offers a hardwood timber top inlaid into an aluminium frame with hand finished,
detailed edges and an oiled surface to elevate it to sit alongside the finest outdoor furniture and building
features.
Your home is unique – it is for that reason we offer the full powder coat range of colours from Dulux,
Interpon and more. These ranges include all aluminium window joinery colours as well as the popular
Colorsteel range and many more.
If your colour choice is from a different range or brand, we are happy to guide you in the colour matching
process, either choosing the closest match based on your information, or providing you with information on
how to colour match yourself.

Obtaining the Perfect Result
To ensure the perfect fit, we ask for your heat pump model number and installed dimensions of your heat
pump. Where possible, a photo of the heat pump in place is the easiest way to ensure accuracy. If your
heat pump is not installed yet, we just need the model number and we can provide information for your
installer to ensure they install the heat pump in the best location for covering.

Standard Sizings
Our standard sizes are compatible with the majority of leading heat pump brands.
All sizes are in mm.
Small Cover 1030w x 420d x 600–750h externally.
Suitable for heat pump units with maximum dimensions of 900w x 330d x 710h.
Large Cover 1080w x 470d x 1000h externally.
Suitable for heat pump units with maximum dimensions of 950w x 360d x 980h.
Extra Large Cover 1180w x 490d x 1450h externally.
Suitable for heat pump units with maximum dimensions of 1050w x 380d x 1430h.

Mounting Options
Our go-to bracket provides for an anchor point at each corner down to the ground. This is clean and
simple and easy to access for service. Not all ground surfaces can be affixed to – waterproof membranes
and suspended tile decks create situations where it may be best to go for our wall tie option. These keep
the cover the correct distance from the wall and of course, nice and straight.
Our third option is for wall hanging brackets. These are used when the heat pump is wall mounted and the
cover is completely off the ground. They provide a firm hold and correct spacing back to the wall while the
keyhole shaped interlock makes for easy lift-off access. These are an elected option and are an additional
cost. We also custom fabricate brackets for unique situations.

We also take on custom builds
for multiple units, large feature
screens and provide supporting

Assembly and Installation
Our covers arrive flat packed and can be assembled in just a few minutes using a clever slide-together
system. Instructions are included and this can be done in just a few minutes. The included installation
diagrams ensure that your cover is working with your heat pump as it should.

frames for double stacked
heat pumps. Our system and
knowledge gives us the ability
to provide all sorts of solutions.
We are open to consultation on
any project you have in mind.

Tools required are a square drive screwdriver for assembly and a drill and driver for the anchor fixings
which can vary depending on the material you are fastening to.

Custom Builds
We also take on custom builds for multiple covers, large feature screens and provide supporting frames
for double stacked heat pumps. Our system and knowledge gives us the ability to provide all sorts of
solutions. We are open to consultation on any project you have in mind.

Ordering and Requests
Order forms are available on request – please email us.
Once we have your details we can get your order through our factory
and have it shipped out ready to make the exterior of your home look
fantastic, all to the specifications you choose.
Further resources available on request are:
•

Measurement guide

•

Colour charts

•

Assembly and installation instructions

•

Photos and details of many of our projects

Contact
Heatpump Covers Limited
www.heatpumpcovers.co.nz
info@heatpumpcovers.co.nz
We welcome your phone call on 0800 427 658
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